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Key assets
Scotland’s Deposit Return Scheme (DRS) 

needs consistency and should be easy  

to recognise by consumers wherever it 

may appear.

The following brand assets form the 

identity and should be used across Point 

of sale (POS) and Reverse vending 

machines (RVM) to ensure consumer 

recognition of the Deposit Return Scheme.

COIN SHAPE

Scaled up and cropped, this should be used as a divider or 

framing device for content.

It should appear in the scheme brand colours, however can 

also appear in BLACK or WHITE to avoid clashing with your 

own brand.

DON’T REPRODUCE IN ANY OTHER COLOUR

BRAND LINE

This should be the primary message where possible. Always 

presented in sentence case and left aligned, it can be used as 

a sign-off or secondary device if using your own messaging.

DRS LOCKUP

The DRS lockup should appear in its entirety on all collateral 

where we do not use the brand message. If you have the 

Returning for Scotland message, the logo should be the 

single lock up with out the message underneath.

Returning 
for Scotland
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BLACK

C0 M0 Y0 K100

R0 G0 B0

PURPLE

C76 M100 Y20 K7

R102 G2 B105

WHITE

C0 M0 Y0 K0

R255 G255 B255

Colour use

LIME

C27 M0 Y93 K0

R198 G226 B54

Our logos should always be 
produced in either black or 
white wherever possible.

The scheme brand 
backgrounds should be 
reproduced in purple, 
supported by a high-contrast 
lime green. 

Where this is not possible, 
black and white are 
acceptable to avoid clashing 
with your own brand.
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Typography

Abc
abcdefghijklmnop

The scheme brand typeface  
is Outfit (available from  
Google Fonts).

Black weight should be used 
for headline messages. Always 
presented in sentence case for 
a friendly, yet informative feel.

Semi-bold and Medium can be  
used for body copy.

Leading should be kept tight, but 
ensure characters do not overlap.
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Co-branding lockups
When presenting the 
scheme brand alongside 
your own brand always lead 
with the DRS lockup.

The co-branding is signified 
by an ‘X’ that sits centrally 
between the brands.

Ensure there is equal 
balance between logos - 
your brand logo should not 
exceed the width as shown.

w w
(maximum)

w
(maximum)
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A window sticker can signify
your participation in the 
Deposit Return Scheme.

POS guidance
Window sticker
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This is an example of how  
in-store comms should look. 

The primary option is preferred 
and works to a ratio of two 
thirds in the scheme brand to 
one third of your own branding.

There is a degree of
flexibility, with secondary and
tertiary options, where your
own branding can be scaled
up. However, always ensure
that the DRS lockup and coin
shape are present.

Directional
message,
brand colours
and logo here

Directional
message
and brand 
colours here

YOUR
LOGO
HERE

YOUR
LOGO
HERE

Returning
for Scotland

Buy drink. 
Pay deposit.

Return the 
bottle or can.
(do not crush, keep whole)

Deposit 
returned.

1

2

3

PRIMARY SECONDARY TERTIARY

Always lead with 
DRS lockup at equal 
prominence to your  
own brand.

Coin device should always be visible, 
but can appear in Black or White to 
complement your own brand colours.

POS guidance
Posters
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POS guidance

PRIMARY SECONDARY TERTIARY
Always lead with 
DRS lockup at equal 
prominence to your 
own brand.

A cropped version of the coin device 
should be used as a ‘flash’ to separate 

the logos from core creative.Shelf wobblers
This is an example of how a shelf 
wobbler should look. 

The primary option is preferred 
and works to a ratio of two 
thirds in the scheme brand to 
one third of your own branding.

There is a degree of
flexibility, with secondary and
tertiary options, where your
own branding can be scaled
up. However, always ensure
that the DRS lockup and coin
shape are present.
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POS guidance

PRIMARY SECONDARY TERTIARY

Coin device should always be visible, 
but can appear in Black or White to 
complement your own brand colours.

Your own brand colours 
and messaging can be 
used in this version.

Dump bins
This is an example of how 
dump bins should look. 

The primary option is 
preferred and works to a ratio 
of two thirds in the scheme 
brand to one third of your own 
branding.

There is a degree of
flexibility, with secondary and
tertiary options, where your
own branding can be scaled
up. However, always ensure
that the DRS lockup and coin
shape are present.
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PRIMARY SECONDARY TERTIARY

Checkout

Coin device should always be visible, 
but can appear in Black or White to 

complement your own brand colours.

Your own brand colours and message 
can be used in the secondary version.

This is an example of how checkout 
signage should look in store. 

The primary option is preferred and works to a ratio 
of two thirds in the scheme brand to one third of your 
own branding.

There is a degree of flexibility, with secondary and 
tertiary options, where your own branding can be 
scaled up. However, always ensure that the DRS 
lockup and coin shape are present.
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Your message,
brand colours
and logo here

Returning
for Scotland

Your message
and brand 
colours here

YOUR
LOGO
HERE

YOUR
LOGO
HERE

PRIMARY SECONDARY TERTIARY

Always lead 
with DRS 
lockup at equal 
prominence to 
partner brand.

Coin device should always be visible, 
but can appear in Black or White to 
complement your own brand colours.

POS guidance
Chip & Pin
This is an example 
of how chip and pin 
messaging should look. 

The primary option is 
preferred and works 
to a ratio of two thirds 
in the scheme brand to 
one third of your own 
branding.

There is a degree of
flexibility, with 
secondary and tertiary 
options, where your own 
branding can be scaled 
up. However, always 
ensure that the DRS 
lockup and coin shape 
are present.
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POS guidance
Security Gates

PRIMARY SECONDARY TERTIARY

Signifying 
participation as a 
return point and types 
of container accepted.

Coin device should 
always be visible, but 
can appear in Black or 
White to complement 
your own brand colours.

This is an example of how 
security gates should look. 

The primary option is 
preferred and works to a 
ratio of two thirds in the 
scheme brand to one third 
of your own branding.

There is a degree of
flexibility, with secondary 
and tertiary options, where 
your own branding can be 
scaled up. However, always 
ensure that the DRS lockup 
and coin shape are present.
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POS guidance

Position next to the Reverse 
Vending Machine to help consumers 
understand the returns process.

The primary option is preferred and 
works to a ratio of two thirds in the 
scheme brand to one third of your 
own branding.

There is a degree of flexibility, with 
secondary and tertiary options, 
where your own branding can be 
scaled up. However, always ensure 
that the DRS lockup and coin shape 
are present.

Instructional signage

PRIMARY SECONDARY TERTIARY
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RVM guidance
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RVM guidance
Sielaff
This is an example of how a  
Reverse Vending Machine 
(RVM) should be co-branded.

The primary option allows 
for two thirds of the RVM to 
be branded in the scheme 
brand. And one third in your 
own branding.

There is a degree of 
flexibility, with secondary and 
tertiary options, where your 
own branding can be scaled 
up. However, always ensure 
that the DRS lockup and coin 
shape are present.

YOUR
LOGO
HERE

Returning
for Scotland

Your 
brand logo,
colours and 
message here

Your 
brand logo,
colours and 
message here

PET plastic Aluminium 
& Steel

Glass

PRIMARY

Purple branding, with 
RFS wording.

Cropped coin device allows 
area for co-branding. 

Grey area represents where to 
place your own brand and colours.

Coin device can appear in 
Black or White as a divider 
between brands.

DRS lockup should 
appear equal sizing 
to your own logo.

Sign-off lockup should be prominent 
and in DRS brand colours.

SECONDARY TERTIARY
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TOMRA

Returning
for Scotland

YOUR
LOGO
HERE

Your brand
logo, colours and

message here

Your brand
logo, colours and

message here

Your brand
logo, colours and

message here

PET plastic Aluminium 
& Steel

Glass

PRIMARY

Coin device can appear in 
Black or White as a divider 
between brands.

Sign-off lockup should be prominent 
and in DRS brand colours.

SECONDARY TERTIARY

RVM guidance

This is an example of how a  
Reverse Vending Machine 
(RVM) should be co-branded.

The primary option allows 
for two thirds of the RVM to 
be branded in the scheme 
brand. And one third in your 
own branding.

There is a degree of 
flexibility, with secondary and 
tertiary options, where your 
own branding can be scaled 
up. However, always ensure 
that the DRS lockup and coin 
shape are present.

Purple branding, with 
RFS wording.

Cropped coin device allows 
area for co-branding. 

Grey area represents where to 
place your own brand and colours.

DRS lockup should 
appear equal sizing 
to your own logo.
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RVM Systems

YOUR
LOGO
HERE

Your brand
logo, colours and

message here

Returning
for Scotland

Your brand
logo, colours and

message here

PET plastic

Aluminium 
& Steel

Glass

PRIMARY

Purple branding, with 
RFS wording.

Cropped coin device allows 
area for co-branding. 

Grey area represents 
where to place your own 

brand and colours.

Coin device can appear in 
Black or White as a divider 
between brands.

Sign-off lockup should be prominent 
and in DRS brand colours.

SECONDARY TERTIARY

DRS lockup should 
appear equal sizing 

to your own logo.

RVM guidance

This is an example of how a  
Reverse Vending Machine 
(RVM) should be co-branded.

The primary option allows 
for two thirds of the RVM to 
be branded in the scheme 
brand. And one third in your 
own branding.

There is a degree of 
flexibility, with secondary and 
tertiary options, where your 
own branding can be scaled 
up. However, always ensure 
that the DRS lockup and coin 
shape are present.
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ENVIPCO
RVM guidance

YOUR
BRAND
HERE

Returning
for Scotland

PET plastic

Aluminium 
& Steel

Glass

Your brand
logo, colours and

message here

Your brand
logo, colours and

message here

PRIMARY

Purple branding, with 
RFS wording.

Cropped coin device allows 
area for co-branding. 

Grey area represents 
where to place your own 

brand and colours.

Coin device can appear in 
Black or White as a divider 
between brands.

SECONDARY TERTIARY

DRS lockup should 
appear equal sizing 

to your own logo.
Sign-off lockup should be prominent 
and in DRS brand colours.

This is an example of how a  
Reverse Vending Machine 
(RVM) should be co-branded.

The primary option allows 
for two thirds of the RVM to 
be branded in the scheme 
brand. And one third in your 
own branding.

There is a degree of 
flexibility, with secondary and 
tertiary options, where your 
own branding can be scaled 
up. However, always ensure 
that the DRS lockup and coin 
shape are present.
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Reconomy Group

YOUR
LOGO
HERE

Returning
for Scotland

Your 
brand 
logo,
colours
and
message
here

Your brand
logo, colours and

message here

Your brand
logo, colours and

message here

PET plastic

Aluminium 
& Steel

Glass

PRIMARY

Purple branding, with 
RFS wording.

Cropped coin device allows 
area for co-branding. 

Grey area represents 
where to place your own 

brand and colours.

Coin device can appear in 
Black or White as a divider 
between brands.

Sign-off lockup should be prominent 
and in DRS brand colours.

SECONDARY TERTIARY

DRS lockup should 
appear equal sizing 

to your own logo.

RVM guidance

This is an example of how a  
Reverse Vending Machine 
(RVM) should be co-branded.

The primary option allows 
for two thirds of the RVM to 
be branded in the scheme 
brand. And one third in your 
own branding.

There is a degree of 
flexibility, with secondary and 
tertiary options, where your 
own branding can be scaled 
up. However, always ensure 
that the DRS lockup and coin 
shape are present.



enquiries@circularityscotland.com

marketing@circularityscotland.com

For more information, including a list of FAQs visit:

circularityscotland.com

Follow our social media channels for more 

information and shareable content:

If you require any further information 

about the scheme please contact:

For further information on how to use the DRS brand 

please get in touch with:

LinkedIn

Twitter

Further  
information
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